WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status
Closed

Program
Version
Priority
L
7.0.2.6

Component
Jump Entry

Issue
Currently system allow distance to be
entered when pass as a fall but this should
be prevented

Notes
Added checks to prevent a score
from being entered when jump
marked as a fall. Also ensured that
the distances provided by the video
measuring system are not entered if
jump marked as a fall

Closed

H

Slalom Entry

Need to better sync up format of Boat Path
grid with SurePath Judge's App

I have adjust the columns and titles
to closely match the Judges App. I
have left the tolerances in the grid
because I have found it very useful
and do feel it is useful for scorers.

7.0.2.6

I think WSTIMS deviation screen should be
the same as SP Judges sceen; and the
names above should be the same.
The Scores don't need to know the
tolerance, so that should be hidden.
THEN WE ARE ALL ON THE SAME PAGE;
because the SP Judges Screen is same as
Rover display.
Closed
Closed

H
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7.0.2.6
7.0.2.6

Jump Entry
Boat Path Report

See slalom
I thought when a skier’s score was less than
6, the SurePath display would only show the
segments for the score obtained. For
example, a score of 2 only showed through
the deviations to B2. I noticed that the
display was showing through the segment
after the obtained score. So in my example
the display included deviations to B3.

Closed

M

7.0.2.6

ImportData

There was an error when importing
registrations for pick and choose events. A
running order for rounds beyond the 1st
round were not being generated.

Closed

L

7.0.2.6

Official Work Assignments
For aspiring officials and roles such as dock Fixed filter to display all available
starter not showing full participant list
participants for roles not requiring a
specific rating

7/14/2021 2:11 PM

The display is correct and the
"score" column of the boat path grid
indicates which position is
appropriate. It matches the same
point that the time is used.

Fixed issue to generated running
orders beyond the 1st round.

